
Tembele News and updates (June 2020) 

Hi Everyone,  

The events of the past three months have certainly taken us all by surprise. Who would have thought 

that just 75 days after blissfully popping the bubbly on New Year’s Eve we would see the world literally 

grind to a halt! 

Even though the onslaught of this pandemic has been nothing short of catastrophic in many ways it 

has also brought about some good, such as families learning to appreciate, love and communicate 

effectively again, lots of spring cleaning and domestic tasks that would otherwise have been delayed 

indefinitely and hopefully quality time to reflect about life and what is important to you. 

At Tembele we are extremely blessed since our office and home is situated on a large property out in 

the country so the lockdown restrictions haven’t affected us as much in terms of movement. So, other 

than dealing with quite a bit of admin generated by the cancellation of several tours, courses and 

events much of our daily routine has stayed the same.  If anything (with all our staff staying home) I 

have acquired a few additional chores such as being the groom at the stable yard, a domestic worker, 

cook, teacher and office administrator. So the lockdown has seemed to never have enough hours in 

the day for me!   

 

 

Playing  groom and being ably assisted by at the Tembele stable yard.  

The very big positive for us as family is having Joe at home for an extended period. Jade has relished 

having her dad around to tug on when she’s come across a bird, insect or for any other natural 

discovery she has made on the farm.  Fortunately for Joe, a great initiative launched by Birdlasser SA 

at the start of lockdown, the ‘Lockdown garden bird challenge’ kept him occupied and very focused for 

the first 30 days of South Africa’s lockdown.  This challenge saw Joe up at the crack of dawn (for the 

first few days anyway) surveying the garden and adjacent habitats for our feathered friends or sitting 

on our roof scanning the skies for soaring raptors.  I recall Joe mentioning that we would be lucky to 

reach 125 bird species in the said time but his final tally far exceeded his expectations with a 

phenomenal 150 species spotted and heard in and from our garden during the challenge. We are 

indeed extremely privileged to live in such a rich birding area.  



     

Joe on the rooftop during the ‘Lockdown Garden Birding Challenge’ and a striking photograph that 

he got from the roof of soaring Marabou Storks. 

 

The second project that has taken up much of Joe’s time is an initiative he thought of prior to the 

lockdown and with all the time on his hands was able to bring it to fruition. We are super excited to 

introduce the Tembele rural school greening and carbon offset project!  This venture has seen us 

sustainably harvest cuttings from the many Portulacaria afra or ‘Spekboom’ hedges on our property to 

create a nursery of over 4500 plants. The idea is to provide the most disadvantaged schools within 

impoverished communities of the Limpopo Province with up to 100 plants each as a school greening 

campaign that will have many secondary benefits to the schools and the learners alike. The succulent 

Spekboom is regarded as a miracle plant due to its amazing carbon absorption abilities along with the 

many other great uses for has to man and beast. 

 

Part of the Portulacaria afra (Spekboom) nursery created at the Tembele Country Estate during the 

Covid-19 hard lockdown period. 

 



Not only are they super efficient at absorbing CO2 but their fibrous root systems act as excellent soil 

stabilizers assisting in curbing soil erosion and thereby  promoting soil health which in turn leads to 

the natural progression of new vegetation (most of the rural schools have barren playgrounds  with 

little or no vegetation).  The succulent leaves of the spekboom are edible with excellent nutritional 

value and moisture content. They are high in Vitamin C and Magnesium making them ideal daily 

vitamin supplements which helps boost immune systems, particularly during winter. The plants are 

fast growing and respond well to pruning so leaves can be continuously and sustainably harvested 

from mature plants. Spekboom are easily propagated from cuttings so schools can, without difficulty 

promote further expansion of the project on their own. 

The second phase of this project will see us partner with likeminded companies and persons that 

would like to offset their carbon emissions by financially supporting this project. Studies in 2018 

revealed that CO2 emissions per capita for South Africa was an astonishing 8.31 metric tons.  

Various schools in the Limpopo Province have already been identified and contacted with enthusiastic 

response. So the rolling out and planting of hundreds of spekboom plants in rural schoolyards around 

Polokwane will commence as soon as the schools have reopened after the lockdown. 

 Should you be interested in getting involved in this project please contact either Joe or myself at 

joe@tembele.co.za / lisa@tembele.co.za   

On a more serious note and coming back to the Covid19 pandemic we are all witnessing how global 

economies and industries are suffering. As a company which is predominantly aligned with the tourism 

industry we have hit this upheaval head on. Although there are still many uncertainties there is light at 

the end of the tunnel and our sector will slowly gain momentum when the very restrictive levels of 

lockdown and travel limitations have been relaxed. Let’s hope this happens sooner rather than later. 

We wait with bated breath to see what the last half of 2020 holds. 

Until we meet again, keep dreaming of our adventures together #lovelimpopo #joe.grosel_tembele 

#natureswayadventuresafaris  

Stay well, with warm wishes from  

Lisa Grosel and the Tembele team 

 

 

Some of the beautiful birds photographed in our garden by Joe during the Covid-19 lockdown. 
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